Digital Infrastructure Must Include a Modern Network

SONiC expands to edge, delivers compelling operational and business benefits

SONiC at the Network Edge

SONiC network operating system, provides choice and flexibility in underlying hardware

Digital Infrastructure

The need for digital infrastructure implies transformation spanning all places in the network

DURING THE TWO YEARS DURING THE LAST THREE YEARS

The Network

The network must be modernized everywhere, to meet the ubiquitous demands — from the datacenter and public clouds all the way to edge

Dell Networking maximizes customer choice, flexibility and innovation from core to the cloud

SONIC network operating system, provides choice and flexibility in underlying hardware

The Value of Edge Platform Flexibility

The network becomes the digital nervous system, connecting and supporting all digital experiences

Top 5 Considerations When Modernizing Your Network Edge

The Value of Edge Platform Flexibility

Digital Infrastructure Must Include a Modern Network

The Value of Open-Source Software Infrastructure

Flexible forwarding platform that can support Software-Defined Networking (SDN) on any physical form factor

The Need for Network Modernization Is Ubiquitous

SONIC at the Network Edge

SONIC expands to edge, delivers compelling operational and business benefits

Addressing Security and Appliance Spiral

SONIC network operating system, provides choice and flexibility in underlying hardware